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Abstract. We conducted a statistical analysis of the geomagnetic field variations during the storm main phase at two low-latitude stations, separated by several hours in magnetic local time, in order to investigate the asymmetry and longitudinal extent of the storm-time ring current. The results show evidence for an asymmetric current which typically extends from evening to noon and, during moderate solar wind electric field conditions, up to the early morning, confirming the important role of the magnetospheric convection in the ring current energization. We also analyzed a possible relationship between the local current intensity during the storm main phase and the substorm activity observed at different time delays $\tau$ with respect to the storm onset. The results show a significant anticorrelation for $\tau = -1$ h, indicating that if the substorm activity is high just before the storm, a weaker ring current develops.
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1 Introduction

A growing interest about the relative importance of the symmetric and asymmetric component of the storm-time ring current has been recently documented in the study of the development and decay of geomagnetic storms (e.g. Grafe, 1999). As is well known, the use of the $D_{st}$ index, i.e. the simple average of the horizontal geomagnetic field $H$-component (corrected both for the $Sq$ effects and dipole latitude) at four not uniformly spaced low-to mid-latitude stations, is based on the general assumption of a symmetric equatorial ring current. However, the existence of a partial storm-time ring current has been proposed since the 1960s; for example, Cummings (1966) found that, at two $D_{st}$ stations, the occurrence of local disturbances with $H$-values $<-100$ nT, was maximum at $\sim 18:00$ LT. Later on, several works showed that, during the storm main phase, the geomagnetic field depression in the afternoon side was deeper than in the morning side; this feature was also observed in the magnetosphere, indicating a magnetospheric origin of this asymmetry (Frank, 1967; Cahill, 1970; Siscoe and Crooker, 1974). More recently, both experimental studies and theoretical models confirmed the large LT asymmetry in the storm-time ring current (Roelof, 1987; Hamilton et al., 1988; Grafe, 1999; Takahashi et al., 1990; Liemohn et al., 1999).

It is now generally accepted that the enhanced magnetospheric convection caused by a long lasting, strong southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) component has a central role in the intensification of the ring current (Gonzalez et al., 1994; Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1997); indeed, the cross-tail convection electric field, which is proportional to the eastward solar wind (SW) electric field, drives ions, mainly from the plasma sheet, into the inner magnetosphere, causing the westward ring current to grow significantly. In this context, Liemohn et al. (2001) studied the contributions from the symmetric and asymmetric component of the ring current to the storm-time corrected $D_{st}$ index (i.e. removing the effects of the magnetopause currents and induced currents in the conducting Earth). They clearly showed that, during the main and early recovery phase, ions flow along open trajectories in the dusk and afternoon sectors before encountering the dayside magnetopause and then produce a highly asymmetric ring current. In the late recovery phase, when the convection electric field diminishes, particle paths convert from open to closed, forming a symmetric ring that dominates the $D_{st}$ contribution.

On the other hand, the storm-time ring current also depends on the density of the plasma sheet ions, which represent the major source population (Daglis and Kozyra, 2002): indeed, a clear relationship has been observed between the inner plasma sheet density and the $D_{st}$ minimum value (Thomsen et al., 1998; Kozyra et al., 1998). Moreover, since plasma sheet density enhancements are strongly related to high SW densities, with time lags of 4–5 h (Borovsky et al.,
the ring current intensity might be expected to be also related to the SW density. However, while Smith et al. (1999) demonstrated, using a few years of data, that both the SW electric field and density give significant and independent contributions to the strength of the ring current, a similar and more extended analysis by O’Brien and McPherron (2000a) did not confirm such correlation. More recently, Kozyra (2001), analyzing the development of three magnetic storms, found that plasma sheet density drops significantly limited the energy input in the inner magnetosphere, even in the presence of a strong southward IMF component; she pointed out that such density drops just followed the occurrence of a major substorm in each of the three cases.

In the present study we focused our attention on the estimate of the asymmetry and longitudinal extent of the storm-time ring current. For this scope, we made a comparison between locally occurring disturbances and the $D_{st}$ index, which roughly represents the longitudinal average of disturbances, during the main phase of a large set of storms. In this sense, we used the $H$-measurements at two stations which are approximately located at the same latitudes as $D_{st}$ stations, but not involved in the $D_{st}$ index computation; their wide longitudinal separation allows one to observe the geomagnetic perturbations associated with the same storm at different local times. The analysis shows evidence for an asymmetric ring current which generally extends from evening to noon and, during moderate SW electric field conditions, up to the local morning. In addition, on the basis of the Kozyra (2001) results, we analyzed the possible relationship between the local storm-time ring current intensity and the substorm activity at different time delays $\tau$ with respect to the storm onset and found a significant anticorrelation for $\tau = -1$ h.

2 Data and analysis

We used the 1-h averages of $H$-measured during 1998–2001 at L’Aquila (AQU, Italy, IGRF99 corrected geomagnetic latitude 36.3° N; MLT=UT+1:37) and Memambetsu (MMB, Japan, 37° N; MLT=UT+9:07). The interplanetary data are from Wind spacecraft.

We examined time intervals characterized by a SW eastward electric field $E_y > 5$ mV/m for at least 3 h and selected 20 events; they were associated to geomagnetic storms with $D_{st}$ minimum value $\leq -100$ nT (Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1997). For these events, we computed the $D_{st}$ index using the formula $D_{st} = D_{st} - b(p_{o})^{1/2} + c$, (where $p_o$ the SW dynamic pressure, is given in nPa, $b = 7.26$ nT/(nPa)$^{1/2}$ and $c = 11$ nT; O’Brien and McPherron, 2000b). The hourly averages of $H$ at the two stations were corrected ($H^*$) for the diurnal variation (obtained from the average on the five quietest days in the month), the dipole latitude and the magnetopause current effects.

Figure 1 shows the diurnal pattern of $H^*$ at AQU a) and MMB b) for the selected storms; in this figure arrows mark the onset of the main phase as identified from the $D_{st}$ index. On average, an afternoon/morning asymmetry emerges at both stations: in general, when the storm onset occurs in the postmidnight and early morning sector, $H^*$ shows a moderate or negligible decrease; on the contrary, when it occurs around local noon and in the afternoon, $H^*$ is strongly perturbed. As a consequence, different geomagnetic disturbances are observed at the two stations for the same event. For example, at the onset of storms # 1, 9, 11, 17 and 19, the field at AQU, in the local evening, shows a clear depression, while at MMB, in the postmidnight hours, it is almost undisturbed; on the other side, the development of the storms # 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 13, which is clearly observed at MMB just before local noon, is not simultaneously detected at AQU in the postmidnight/early morning.

These results suggest that, in general, the ring current is not uniformly distributed in longitude during the storm main phase. In order to better investigate this aspect, we considered the hourly values of $H^*$ and $D_{st}$ during a 3-h interval following the storm onset, and, assuming a linear relationship between these quantities ($H^* = R^* D_{st}^*$), we evaluated the slope $R$. In this sense, $R$-values can be considered a measurement of the local field perturbation with respect to the average.

Mainly in the nightside, additional currents (field-aligned and ionospheric closure currents, or magnetotail currents) may contribute significantly to the storm time $H^*$ variations (Greenspan and Hamilton, 2000, and references therein; Skoug et al., 2003); consistently, we excluded from our analysis the 3-h intervals between 21:00–02:00 MLT when the ring current intensification could not be the dominant cause for the local field variations.

Figure 2 shows the MLT dependence of the estimated $R$-values. As can be seen, $R$ tends to increase from values <1 during the local morning to values >1 in the afternoon, indicating a less (more) intense ground disturbance in the local morning (afternoon) with respect to the average. This behaviour confirms the asymmetry of the ring current which extends mainly in the postnoon magnetosphere. In this sense, our results are consistent with the conclusions drawn by Liemohn et al. (2001), who found a dominant asymmetric component in the main phase. We also found it useful to sort the events according to the average value of the SW electric field $E_y$ in the corresponding 3-h interval: events with $E_y$ exceeding the overall average value (8 mV/m) are indicated by stars, the others by dots. As can be seen, $R$-values corresponding to moderate $E_y$ are typically higher than $R$-values corresponding to strong $E_y$, at least up to 16:00 MLT (unfortunately, the lack of intervals characterized by strong $E_y$ does not allow one to draw a similar conclusion in the evening sector). In particular, we note that, during moderate $E_y$ conditions, $R > 1$ values also occur in the local morning; indeed, the 09:00–13:00 MLT sector seems to correspond to a transition region where both intervals with $R > 1$ and $R < 1$ can be observed depending on the $E_y$ value. In order to investigate this aspect, we compared $R$ and the corresponding $E_y$ values for the intervals between 09:00–13:00 MLT (Fig. 3). The experimental results show that, for $E_y \geq 8$ mV/m, a rela-
Fig. 1. The diurnal pattern of the $H^*$ hourly values at AQU (a) and MMB (b) for the selected events. Arrows mark the onset of each storm as observed from the $D_s$ index.
A relationship emerges between the two parameters which reveals that strong electric fields play a major role in the inhibition of the storm-time current in this time sector, and then in determining its longitudinal extension. This suggests that during higher $E_y$ conditions, most of the highly energized ions flow out through the postnoon magnetopause and the consequent weak current causes negligible field disturbances in the prenoon hours. On the other hand, moderate $E_y$ would drive ions on more closed trajectories with a consequent current intensification in the 09:00–13:00 MLT sector.

As an example, in Fig. 4 we show in detail one of the two events for which, around 09:00 MLT at MMB, a $R>1$ value is observed. The storm started on 25 June 1998 between 23:00–24:00 UT; the IMF turned southward at ~23:00 UT and a moderate $E_y$ (~6 mV/m) occurred in the following 3 h. While $H^*$ does not show any decrease at AQU, in the postmidnight hours, the storm is clearly observed at MMB around 09:00 MLT and is characterized by a field decrease steeper than the average ($R=1.9$), indicating a strong local current.

For comparison, we show in Fig. 5 the $R<1$ event observed around 09:00 MLT at AQU; the storm occurred on 12 August 2000 (a typical two-step storm). The first storm intensification (~03:00 UT) corresponds to a ~1.5 h interval characterized by an average $E_y$ ~7.45 mV/m: it is observed at MMB (around local noon) but not at AQU (in the early morning). The second intensification, which is the one considered in our statistical analysis, is due to the IMF southward turning detected at 05:30 UT and is associated with a long duration (>4 h) $E_y$ with an high average value (~14.3 mV/m). Correspondently, at MMB the first recovery abruptly ends and in the time interval 06:00–09:00 UT (around 16:00 MLT) a strong decrease of the field due to the further intensification of the ring current is observed ($R=1.4$); at AQU (around 09:00 MLT) the field decrease is less pronounced ($R=0.8$), indicating a weaker current in the local morning.
Another important element for the storm-time ring current formation is represented by the density of the plasma sheet, which can be strongly variable depending on SW or magnetospheric conditions. On the basis of the Kozyra (2001) results, which relate the plasma sheet density variations to the substorm occurrence, we explored the possible relationship between the local current intensity during the storm main phase and the substorm activity observed at different time delays with respect to the storm onset. To this purpose, we computed the correlation coefficient $\rho$ between the $R$-values and 1-h averages of the AE index, assuming it as a proxy of the substorm activity. Table 1 shows the results obtained for AE averaged over 1 hour for different time delays $\tau$($\tau=0$ corresponds to the storm onset). The best $\rho$ (above the 99% confidence limit) is found for $\tau=-1$ h and is negative, suggesting a possible anticorrelation of $R$ with the substorm activity occurring just before the storm. This relationship is evidenced in Fig. 6a, where the $R$-values are plotted as a function of the AE index averaged over the hour preceding the storm onset. Moreover, since our previous results suggest that the storm-time current is generally located in the afternoon sector, more definitely during high $E_y$ conditions, we restricted our analysis to afternoon intervals during high $E_y$ conditions and found that the correlation coefficient still peaks at $\tau=-1$ h with a very high value (the corresponding $R$-AE relationship is shown in Fig. 6b).

The relationship between $R$ and AE might be indicative of a substorm influence on the plasma sheet density in terms of density drops following the substorm occurrence. If this would be the case, high $R$-values corresponding to low AE values should be connected with high plasma sheet densities (and vice versa). Unfortunately, in the present case, simultaneous measurements of the plasma sheet density are available only in 5 cases (Fig. 7); however, despite the poor statistics, the observed values appear consistent with the proposed picture.
Table 1. The correlation coefficient $\rho$ between $R$ and the AE index averaged over 1 h at different time delays $\tau$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−3 h</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−2 h</td>
<td>−0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1 h</td>
<td>−0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>−0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>−0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 h</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Summary and discussion

In this study we focused our attention on the asymmetry and longitudinal (or MLT) extension of the storm-time ring current by a statistical analysis of the geomagnetic field measurements at two low-latitude stations during 20 intense storms occurring between 1998–2001. We used data from two stations widely separated in MLT (7.5 h) to make clear that the local geomagnetic response can be different depending on the local time. Moreover, in order to evaluate the local current intensity with respect to the average current encircling the Earth, we compared the geomagnetic field component $H^*$ at both stations with the $D_{st}$ index.

Our results show that the storm-time ring current is asymmetric, extending mainly in the afternoon sector, in agreement with the results of Liemohn et al. (1999; 2001). Moreover, it emerges that the intensity of the SW electric field has an important role in determining the longitudinal extent of the storm-time ring current: indeed, during moderate SW electric field conditions, the partial ring current can also be observed in the 09:00–13:00 MLT sector. In this sense, our results suggest that stronger SW electric fields drive ions on open paths which intersect the postnoon magnetopause, preventing a complete revolution around the Earth and then producing an highly asymmetric ring current; conversely, electric fields of moderate intensity can cause closed trajectories, resulting in a more symmetric ring current: in this case, geomagnetic field disturbances can also be observed in the morning up to 09:00 MLT.

However, it is important to underline that the MLT dependence of the local current intensity with respect to the average is observed even during moderate electric field conditions; this feature suggests that the contribution from the ions on closed drift paths may also have a morning/afternoon asymmetry (Liemohn et al., 2001).

So far, the study of the complex storm-substorm relationship has been focused on the role of the substorm expansion as the driver of the ring current (Akasofu, 1968) but recently, this scenario has been questioned; the role of the magnetospheric convection, due to a stable dawn-dusk SW electric field, became important and it is proposed that substorms and storms occur as rather independent processes (McPherron, 1997; Kamide et al., 1998; Kamide, 2001). In our analysis, we investigated a possible relationship between the local ring current during the storm main phase and the substorm activity by conducting a correlation analysis between our $R$-values and the hourly averages of the AE index at different time delays $\tau$ with respect to the storm onset. We found a significant anticorrelation for $\tau=−1$ h; it indicates that, soon after a high substorm activity, a weaker ring current develops which, in the limit of the present statistics, seems to be associated with lower plasma sheet density values. This result is consistent with Kozyra (2001) observations; indeed, she found that the energization of the ring current during three storms was limited by drops in the plasma sheet density and these drops followed the occurrence of a substorm in each of the three events. In this sense, our result seems to suggest that substorms could influence indirectly the ring current formation by altering the plasma sheet conditions and can be useful in understanding what processes produce the plasma sheet variations which strongly affect the ring current dynamics (Kozyra et al., 2002).
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